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Abstract 
Gargano, L., J. Kdrner and U. Vaccaro, Search problems for two irregular coins with incomplete 
feedback: the underweight model, Discrete Applied Mathematics 36 (1992) 191-197. 
Problems of detecting two (or one of two) irregular coins x and y among a set of n coins are con- 
sidered. The testing device is such that it returns feedback 1 if x belongs to the test set and y does 
not, while it returns feedback 0 otherwise. We present a lower bound on the worst-case number 
of tests necessary to find one of the two irregular coins as well as on the worst-case number of 
tests to find both of them. The lower bound improves on the information theoretic bound and 
shows that a “natural” algorithm to find one coin is optimal for infinitely many values of n. 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [2] Hwang proposed to study several testing models for detecting 
two defectives among a set of n items. He noted that in combinatorial search theory 
it is often easy to determine an optimal algorithm to search for one object while it 
is much more difficult to search optimally for two objects. Hwang classified all 
possible testing devices into seven models and gave the best-to-date upper and lower 
bounds on the worst-case number of tests required to detect he two defectives by 
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the best algorithm for each model (see [2] and referencts quoted therein). Im- 
provements on his results were given in [I] and [4]. Among the problems considered 
byr Hwang is the following underweight model (or model U). 
Definition 1.1. The underweight modeI. Let A be a set of coins all having the same 
weight except for two, x and Y, having weight respectively smaller and greater than 
the others. The weighing device is only able to detect if a set of coins is underweight. 
Therefore, weighing a subset S of coins we get a feedback F(S) = 1 (underweight) 
if XE S and y $ S, while in all the other cases the feedback is F(S) = 0. 
We consider three search problems for this model. Let 7&n) be the worst-case num- 
ber of tests required, under the assumptions of the model U, by an optimal algorithm 
to detect he light coin among a set. of n coins. Similarly define Th(n) and T(n) as the 
worst-case number ot tests to find, respectively, the heavy coin and both defectives. 
Since the number of possible outcomes of the search is n for the light (respectively 
the heavy) coin and n(n - 1) for both defectives, the so-called information theoretic 
bound gives q(n), T,(ur)r [log nl, and T(n)? rlog[n(n - 1)]1 .I An upper bound 
on T(n) was giben by Hwang [2] who presented an algorithm to detect he two defec- 
tives with at most 3 log n - 1 tests. Hwang’s result was improved by Ko [4] who 
showed that 2 log n + O(log log n (6) tests suffice. 
In this paper we improve on the information theoretic bounds on the number of 
tests required to find one defective. Moreover, we give an algorithm to identify the 
light (respectively heavy) coin showing that for the two problems, which are essen- 
tially equivalent, the upper and lower bounds on T,(n) and T,,(n) differ in at most 
two tests. In particular, the exact value of T@)= T,(n) is established when 
n = ( L&), for some integer k, showing that in such a case q(n) = Th(n) = k- 2 + 
[log nl, if k is even, and T,(n) = T,,(n) = k- 2 + rlog[n(k- l)/k]l if k is odd. 
2. Searching for the light coin 
In this section we investigate on the number of tests required to search for the 
light coin. Let A be the set of coins, IA 1 =n, x the light and y the heavy coin. 
A search algorithm is characterized by the sequence (S,, F(SI )), (Sz, F(S& . . . , 
cs;, w&h l -- where Si is an arbitrary subset of A. Note that the choice of the Si 
may depend on the choices of the previous sets Sj and the corresponding feedbacks 
F(Sj). The solution space for tht! two defectives before the ith test has been per- 
formed is the set of those pairs of coins (x, y) for which all previol;s test outcomes 
(Sj, F(S,)), d H . i, are consistent with the assumption that x is the light coin and y is 
the heavy coin. We will see that the solution space for the other problems can be 
defined similarly. 
’ All logarithms in this paper are of base 2. 
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We show that, for any algorithm that finds x under the assumptions of model U, 
there exists a sequence of log n + + log log n - c tests that reduces the cardinality of 
the solution space for the coin x from n to $z, at best. Therefore, at least log n - 1 
more tests will be necessary and a lower bound of 2 log n + + log log n - c- 1 on 
T,(n) is proved. 
Let us fix some algorithm. Let Sr be the test set used for the initial weighing and 
let Si, i> 1, be the test set used when all the previous i - 1 feedbacks were 0. 
For every iz 1, let Pi be the set of pairs (x,-v) which constitute the solution space 
for both defectives if the test on Si has given feedback 0, that is, when 
F(S,) =t;‘(S,) = l a* = F(S& = 0. Define for each iz 1 and a E A the indicator set 
Ii(a)={ j: 1 Ijsi, aESj>. (1) 
It is easily seen that 
Indicate by Li the solution space for the underweight coin if the test on Si has given 
feedback 0, that is 
Li= {x: there exists y such that (x, y) E Pi). 
Example 2.1. Let n=6, i=3, A=(a,b,c,d,e,f}, S,=(e,f}, S2=(c,d,e), and 
&={a,b,f). We have IJ(a)={3)=IJ(b), I&)=(2)=13(d), I&)={l,2), 
13(f)=(l.3). Thus we get P~={(a,b),(a,f),(b,a),(b,f),(~,d),(~,e),(d,c),(d,e)~. 
Therefore the underweight coin belongs to L3 = (a, b, c, d). 
We recall that a family g of subsets of the set ( 1, . . . , r> is a Sperner farnib if no 
element of g is included into another element of K The well-known Sperner 
Theorem [5] asserts that a Speruer family $ has size lg15 ( rr;Z~ ). We are now able 
to prove our key result. 
Lemma 2.2. Let the number of coins n be of the form n = ( &I ), for some integer 
k. The following lower bound holds: 
k-2+logn, if k is even, 
Tl(n) 2 (3) 
Proof. From (2) the solution space for the two irregular coins after k - 1 feedbacks 
0 is 
Pk-r = ((x,y):x,y~A, xfy, ~~-~(x)c~M(Y)}- 
Note that by the Sperner Theorem Px._ r #0. The corresponding solution space 
Lk_ l for the underweight coin is 
Lk_ 1 = {x: there exists y such that (x, y) E P,+ 1 }. 
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We show that for L = Lk _ I we have IL ] ~+n. To this end, notice first that if neither 
of two coins a, b E A is in L, then neither of the pairs (a, b) and (b, a) is in Pk_ 1. 
This implies that neither of I!,-_ l(a) and Ik_ ,(bJ contains the other. Therefore, 
S=(IA_l(a):aed-L} is a Sperner family of subsets of (l,...,k-1). From the 
Sperner Theorem [Sl we get that 
Noticing that 
by (4) WC obtain that 
Since the number of weighings T,(n) to find the 
q(n)rk-l+log ILI, 
i; k is even, 
if k is odd. 
light coin x satisfies 
the last two inequalities prove the lower bound (3). Cl 
Let n and k be integers uch that n = (&J ). Using Stirling approximation we get 
1% n = log 
k 
( ) 
rk,21, = k - + log k - 9 log(n/2) - ek/k, 
Q. E [0, 1.25 log e], which implies that 
k L log n + + log log n. (5) 
Hence the bound of Lemma 2.2 can be written in the following (less precise but) 
more readable form: 
T,(n)Z2logn++loglogn-2. 
Since any procedure that allows to identify the light coin in a set of n elements can 
be used for a set of n - 1 coins without increasing the number of weighings, we see 
that T,(n) is nondecreasing with n. Therefore, for n such that 
( 
k-l k \ 
[(k- 1)/21 > <,,( [k/2, )’ 
for some integer k, one has 
Tl(n)l G 
k-l 
r(k - V/21 >j 
>2logn++loglogn-4. (6) 
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We present now a simple a1gorithl.r to identify the underweight coin that requires 
at most k - 1 + log n tests, for ( &&J )< n I ( $2 
i 
j. 
Let k be the integer for which ( $_&l j < n 5 (L&), and associate to each coin 
a E A a different subset J(a) c ( 1, . . . , k) of size 1 J(a)1 = Lk/2]. Denote by Ji(a) the 
set J(ajf7 { 1, . . . . i), for i= 1, . . . . k. Indicate by Si the set Si = (a: in J(a)). The set 
Si is used as test set if all the preceding i- 1 tests gave feedback 0, that is, we first 
test on S,, if F&j = 0, then we test on S2, if even F(& j =- 0, then we test on S3 and 
so on. As in (2), we have that the solution space Pi fc r the two irregulars, protided 
that the test on Si has given feedback 0, is 
Since the sets J(a), aE A, form a Sperner family, the solution space Pk is necessari- 
ly empty. Therefore, we must have F(Si) = 1 for some is k - 1. On the other hand, 
as soon as we receive the first feedback 1, say on Si, we know that x E Si and y $ Si 
and a binary search on Si is sufficient to find the coin x. Therefore, we have the 
following algorithm to identify the coin x. 
Algorithm 2.X For each aE A, let J(a) be a different subset of size Lk,j21 of 
(1 , . . ..k). 
(1) Let i= 1. 
(2) Test on Si = (a E A: ic J(a)). If P’(Si) = 0 then increase i by 1 and go to (2). 
(3) If F(Si) = 1 then perform a binary search on Si to identify X. 
We compute now the number of tests needed by the above procedure. First, let 
us notice that step (2) is executed no more than k - 1 times. Moreover, let .j be the 
first index such that F(Sj) = 1 in step (2). It follows that step (3) require!; at most 
[log lSjl1 weightings, where 
k-l \ 
S L(k-1)/2j+! )= 
k-l 
L(k - 1)/2] > ’ 
k-l k--l 
j L(k-1)/2j, / k+l ’ 
if k is eve:l, 
if k is odd. 
In particular, for n = ( &J j we have that 
if k is even, 
if /; is odd, 
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and by Lemma 2.2 we see that Algorithm 2.3 requires the minimum number of tests. 
Hence, by (6) and Lemma 2.2, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. If n = ( $1) for some integer k, then 
k-2+logn, if k is even, 
T(n) = 
if k isodd; (7) 
whereas, if ( &-&J ) < n < ( &J ), then T,(n) belongs to one of the following in- 
tervals: 
[k-3+14 ~(ky/q)‘k-~+q [(ky,2,)] 
if k is even, 
k-3+log k-1 )k-2),k-l+log(( r(kk_lj,2,)E)] 
[(k-1)/21 k-l 
if k is odd. 
3. Searching for the heavy coin 
Until now we have focused our attention on the number of tests required to find 
the light coin. The same results hold if one wants to identify the heavy coin. To see 
this, let us define T,l{n) as the minimum number of tests required to identify the 
heavy coin y. To obtain the corresponding version of Lemma 2.2, just substitute the 
set Lk_l by 
Hk_ I = ( y: there exists x such that (x, y) E Pk_ 1 ). 
Moreover, it is easily seen that the following slight modification of Algorithm 2.3 
allows to identify the heavy coin y in the same number of tests needed by Algorithm 
2.3 to search for the light coin. 
Algorithm 3.1. For each a E A, let J(a) be a different subset of size [k/21 of 
11 , . . ..k}. 
(1) Let i= 1. 
(2) Test on Si = {a E A: its J(a)). If F(Si) = 0 then increase i by 1 and go to (2). 
(3) If F(S,) = 1 then perform a binary search on A - Si to identify y (notice that 
the actual test sets needed are those of a binary search procedure on A - Si once Si 
is added to each set). 
Therefore, the analogous of Theorem 2.4 holds for q,(n). 
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4. Remarks 
With the same technique used in the previous sections it is possible to prove that 
a sequence of tests which detects the light coin does not suffice, in general, to find 
both irregulars, i.e., T(n) I 7;(n) + 1. In fact, by considering Pk_ I directly in Lem- 
ma 2.2 and using the main result of [3] instead of the Sperner Lemma, it is possible 
to show that IF$&w. 
We have established the precise value of T,(n) and q,(n) for infinite values of n 
and we have improved the known lower bound on T(n). However, already the 
trivial information theoretic bound and the result of Ko [4] show that 
lim T(n) 1 
n+oo2= * 
A closely related problem is the following. Let T,!,,(n) denote the worst-case 
minimum number of tests needed in case of the incomplete feedback of the 
underweight model to find any of the defectives. What is the xymptotics of 
Th, , (rz)? Even 
lim 
Th I@) A=1 
n+m 210gn 
seems nontrivial to prove. 
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